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AP News Headlines for 2022 
 

• UN deputy urges countries to consider armed force for Haiti 
• UN aid chief: Gangs control about 60% of Haiti’s capital 
• UN: Children in Haiti hit by cholera as malnutrition rises 
• Haitian gang members charged with missionaries’ kidnapping 
• Man charged with planning to overthrow Haitian government 
• Haiti gang leader to lift fuel blockade amid shortages 
• Death toll of powerful earthquake in Haiti soars to 1,297 

 

In the midst of… Haiti’s regular poverty, 2022 brought even more.  These AP headlines were just a 

sampling from this year!   Seedtime chose something different.     We added this... 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 Although the Lord gives you  
the bread of adversity and the water of affliction,  

your teachers will be hidden no more;  
with your own eyes you will see them.  

 

Isaiah 30:20 

“While the earth remains, Seedtime and Harvest, Cold and Heat, Winter and Summer, 
And Day and Night Shall Not Cease.” Genesis 8:22 
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You have already seen the 
photos and may have 
seen the headlines. 

https://apnews.com/article/canada-united-nations-haiti-antonio-guterres-ariel-henry-4f1a6729dd4c01eadae93aa260928027
https://apnews.com/article/health-caribbean-united-nations-port-au-prince-haiti-e5a94068b1c574f994092cba0ad38c53
https://apnews.com/article/business-caribbean-social-media-united-nations-dc789fdda33de45a72b4d69c7522271f


 
 

 

Did you miss this?  It’s plural 
 

 Although the Lord gives you  
the bread of adversity and the water of affliction,  

your teachers will be hidden no more;  
with your own eyes you will see them.  

 

Isaiah 30:20 

 
The verse above refers to Israel and more specifically Jerusalem.  Yet we imagine Haiti easily relates to the adversity and 
affliction as well.   
 
And of course, as we think “teacher” we think “Frantz”, who has been a great blessing to Haitians who look for Godly 
counsel amid the adversity.  But did you miss the idea that we are preparing dozens more to become teachers in Haiti? 
 
Each student we see in the photos has already taken steps of faith making sacrifices to attend.  It is the character they 
showed us that encourages us to believe they will be used by God.  We take delight in knowing Seedtime and its Friends 
were given a bit of time to water and fertilize them in preparation. 
 
You helped us, and we in turn helped Frantz disciple dozens of thirsty souls this year. 
 
Another big story from 2022 was the beginning of Frantz on Haitian Radio.  He had perhaps dozens of on-air teach-
ings this year.  We stopped counting.  We just enjoyed his frequent invitations.      
 
We are grateful for Frantz who serves as our teacher in Haiti and grateful for your support of him as Friends of Seed-
time.  Perhaps we are even a bit grateful for the adversity that pushes us humans to long for something better.   
 
And thanks be to God for being that “better”… that Good News! 
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Prov 11:30  The fruit of the righteous is a tree of life, and whoever captures souls is wise. 


